
It’s anything from smart watches that tell you how fast 
your heart is beating or who has sent you a
text-message to airport security cameras that can 
identify you face and open barriers.

As IoT develops it will transform the world around us 
and start connecting more items: water bottles that 
can tell us about our hydration, carpets that can detect 
when someone has entered a room, or homes that can 
send us a message if we left a tap running. The potential 
is enormous and by 2030 the number of sensors and 
devices connected to the IoT is expected to increase 
from 21 billion in 2019 to about 125 billion worldwide.

The smart city of tomorrow will be built around a 
complex ecosystem of electronic devices and
computer software systems, providing the catalyst 
for urban communities to become more resilient, 
responsive and sustainable.

What is the Internet of Things?

Put simply, it’s about connecting everyday 
items over the internet and letting them 
talk to you.
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To achieve this, SCC has embarked on a number of truly innovative 
programmes to help organisations embrace AI, ensuring their 
operations are technology driven, more cost effective and productive. 
Furthermore, to ensure the company is at the cutting edge of technology 
research, SCC is working with the UK’s brightest data scientists in 
research centres at Aston University and Birmingham City University, 
among others.

Advanced technology is about giving someone power and we ensure 
there is no abuse or imbalance of that power. AI & IoT systems should 
be safe and secure throughout their life. If they cause harm, it should 
be possible to ascertain why and provide a satisfactory explanations; 
auditable by a human authority. We have ensured that our AI & IoT 
technology ecosystems are aligned to our values. We believe in liberty 
and privacy and will strive to uphold those goals whenever we roll-out 
new technologies.

Here in the UK, councils are now investing in technology to make the 
urban infrastructure more efficient and safer for everyone living and 
working in towns and cities. Elsewhere, technology controlling smart 
buildings oversees the layout of office blocks to create efficiencies 
for heating, ventilation, air conditioning and lighting. Hospitals are 
optimised to ensure nurses, doctors and other members of staff       
work efficiently to help save lives…and it continues across all
sectors of society.

As the UK’s leading independent technology company, SCC is dedicated 
to innovation – with the capability of helping customers visualise 
and implement innovation as part of their day-to-day operations and 
business goals. This innovation flows across the SCC Group – in the UK, 
France and Spain – bringing new services to life with teams focused on 
AI and IoT, creating new products and technologies to suit
customers’ demands.

As this digital revolution unfolds, SCC is at the forefront of these 
technological developments helping organisations to enhance everyday 
objects through connecting, interacting and exchanging data.

HOW IoT WORKS

SENSORS CONNECTIVITY CLOUD DASHBOARD
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